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CONTROL VALVES
Ranger QCT rotary eccentric plug, globe, angle 
globe, 3-way globe, Y-pattern globe. Regulators - 
pressure reducing and back pressure valves,tank 
blanketing, vapor control
Delta-T: High performance butterfly, resiliant seated 
butterfly, teflon seated butterfly, SS, CS, soft seats.
High performance CS body, SST body, soft seats,  
resilient seated, teflon lined
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Segmented V-Port ball, Threaded brass and 
stainless, 2 & 3-piece, full, reduced, and multi-port, 
V-port control
High performance CS body, SST body, soft seats, 
metal seats, Firesafe, and triple offset
High temperature, high pressure, digester blow 
valves, special alloy, metal seated trunion mount, 
v-port, phantom port, double block & bleed, flange, 
weld in
Segmented V-Port ball, threaded brass and 
stainless, 2 & 3-piece, full, reduced, and multi-port, 
V-port control Globe, mixing, plug, caged, single 
seated, and rotary control
Globe, angle, isolation and three-way body 
configurations, metal and resilient seated, general 
service, and severe service, desuperheating
Hi-flow control, self-acting temperature, globe 
control, and angle seat

Forget the catalog - go directly to the Source!
With over 40 manufacturers, Crane Engineering is the SOURCE for 
all of your valve needs. Our inventory is one of the largest in WI, and 
allows us to deliver 100’s of valves the same day!

BUTTERFLY VALVES
High performance butterfly, resiliant seated 
butterfly, teflon seated butterfly, SS, CS, soft 
seats.

Resilient seated, Teflon® lined, 2-48”, DI body

High performance CS body, SST body, soft & 
metal seated, Firesafe, and triple offset
QSM Tru-Flo - Sanitary butterfly, and stainless 
steel tri-clamp
High performance CS body, SST body, soft 
seats, firesafe, resilient seated, teflon lined
Resilient seated
Resilient seated, teflon seat, high performance, 
triple offset

KNIFE GATE
General service, cast stainless, bidirectional, through 
conduit, square ported, double gate, rubber sleeve, 
hopper shape, split body, split body bidirectional, 
swing knife gate, single wedge, fabricated single 
wedge, bonneted, o-port, and level sensor isolation 
valves

SANITARY
QSM Tru-Flo: Sanitary ball and butterfly valves; 
fittings
Sanitary diaphragm valves Ball, butterfly, check, 
plug, relief, compression, sampling, mix-proof, flow 
diverting, stem flush, and single seat valves

R

Sanitary valves: multi-port ball, flush-type ball, 
jacketed ball, transfer diaphragm, aseptic ball, and 
CIP valves

Aseptic and hygienic valves, single seated, 
double seated, sampling, mix-proof, check, 
automation
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Pneumatic rack & pinion, scotch yoke & electric, 
limit switches, solenoids mounting kit, electric, on/
off, modulating, quarter turn

Stainless steel, ductile iron, gear, high-cycle, spring-
return, double & fast acting actuators rack & pinion

Electric, on/off, modulating, quarter turn, and linear 
actuators - pneumatic, 
Electric, on/off, modulating, quarter turn, and linear 
actuators
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Double-acting and spring-return rack & pinion; 
electric quarter-turn, pneumatic

Pneumatic vane actuators

Pneumatic, electro-pneumatic, and smart 
positioners
Smart/Intelligent valve positioners
Pneumatic, electro-pneumatic, and smart 
positioners; explosion proof
Proximity & limit switches, positioners,                      
position transmitters, networking devices and           
solutions  

Proximity switches and networking solutions

4 3-way and 4-way solenoids

3-way and 4-way solenoids

SPECIALTY
Regulators: pressure reducing, sanitary, gaseous, 
cryogenic, pilot operated, back pressure/relief 
differential, and thermal trip valves

Cast Iron Cast Steel

Bronze, cast steel, cast iron, stainless steel, gate, 
globe, check, ball, butterfly, and corrosion resistant

DSI Forged steel and cast iron gate, globe, and check 
valves, pressure seal bonnet

Hills-McCanna Diaphragm, plug, and teflon lined butterfly

Plug and lined valves

SMG Concentric and lined plug valves

Tank blanketing valves, pressure vacuum vents,  and 
vapor control systems, flame arrestors

ONYX 
VALVE Pinch valves, duckbill check valves, pressure sensors

Check valve, specialty materials, severe service

WATER/WASTEWATER
AWWA butterfly, AWWA plug and check valves, 
swing check, swing-flex, foot valve, surgebuster, 
air release valves, vacuum release valve, 
QuadroSphere Ball, Ener*G resilient seated ball, 
automation packages
Flowmatic Danfoss: Air/vacuum, butterfly, check, 
control, and gate valves; back flow preventers

Knife gate, slide gate, sluice gate, and check 
valves

Cast Iron Cast Steel

General service butterfly, high performance 
butterfly, UL listed, globe, iron, bronze, and 
carbon steel body gate, SST gate, UL listed, ball & 
check, double-plate, and Uni-check valves

Mud  valves, telescoping valves, floorstands, 
valve operators and accessories

Electric, on/off, modulating, quarter turn, and linear 
actuators - pneumatic,

BALL VALVES
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Threaded brass and stainless, 2 & 3-piece, full, 
reduced and multi-port, V-port control, and flanged

Threaded brass and stainless, 2 & 3-piece flanged, 
full, reduced and multi-port, media containment, 
high purity V-port, high pressure, metal seats, and 
other

QSM Tru-Flo - Industrial: threaded brass and 
stainless, full, reduced, and multi-port, V-port 
control, threaded brass and stainless, 2 & 3-piece. 
Sanitary: tri-clamp

Stainless, 2 & 3-piece, full port, and flanged; manual 
or automated

Threaded bronze and stainless, 2 & 3-piece, full and 
reduced port

Hills-McCanna Teflon lined ball valves

High temperature, high pressure, digester blow 
valves, special alloy, metal seated trunion mount, 
v-port, phantom port, double block & bleed, flange, 
weld in

2” thru 48” API 6D Monogrammed Trunnion Mount 
and Floating Ball (Soft Seated)

ACTUATORS/AUTOMATION


